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A finite-dimensional global attractor A can be embedded, using some linear map
L, into a Euclidean space R k of sufficiently high dimension. The Holder exponentÈ
y1 Ž .of L depends upon k and upon t A , the ``thickness exponent'' of A. We show
that global attractors which are uniformly bounded in the Sobolev spaces H s for
Ž .all s ) 0 have t A s 0. It follows, using a result of B. R. Hunt and V. Y.
Kaloshin, that the Holder constant of the inverse of a typical linear embedding intoÈ
k Ž .R or rank k orthogonal projection can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1 if k is
large enough. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For many dissipative evolution equations, it is possible to prove the
Žexistence of a compact global attractor, to which all solutions tend see
w x w x .Hale 10 and Temam 17 for numerous examples ; included in this class
are the two-dimensional Navier]Stokes equations, and, if one makes
Ž w x.suitable regularity assumptions Constantin et al. 3 , the 3D Navier]Stokes
equations. Furthermore, it is frequently possible to show that these attrac-
tors, which naturally lie in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, in fact
Ž . Žhave finite fractal upper box-counting dimension e.g., Constantin and
w x w xFoias 2 for the 2D Navier]Stokes equations; Temam 17 has many other
.examples .
It is a natural question whether one can then investigate the dynamics
Ž w xof these systems in a finite-dimensional setting Eden et al. 4 ; Robinson
w x.15 , and this entails projecting the attractor into some appropriate
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finite-dimensional space. Although any projection is by its very nature
Lipschitz continuous, the continuity of the inverse of this projection is a
more difficult question.
In this paper, we give two consequences of a theorem due to Hunt and
w xKaloshin 13 which treats general linear embeddings. We first show that
their result implies a similar result for orthogonal projections, and then
that one can obtain a bound on the Holder constant of the inverse of theÈ
projection which depends on the smoothness of the solutions on the
attractor.
2. EMBEDDING SETS OF FINITE FRACTAL DIMENSION
The fractal dimension is the stronger of the two more commonly used
Ž w x w x .measures of dimension see Eden et al. 4 or Falconer 6 for more details
and is based on an approximation of the d-dimensional volume of a
Ž .compact set X by balls of fixed radius. Given e ) 0, let N X, e denote
the number of balls of radius e necessary to cover X. Then the fractal
Ž .dimension of X, d X , is defined asf
log N X , eŽ .
d X s lim sup .Ž .f log 1reŽ .e“0
w xA related notion, introduced by Hunt and Kaloshin in 13 , is the
``thickness'' of a set, essentially a measure of how well the set can be
Ž .approximated by finite-dimensional linear subspaces. If d X, e is the
minimum dimension of all finite-dimensional subspaces V of H such that
Ž .every point of X lies within e of V, then the ``thickness'' t X is
log d X , eŽ .
t X s lim sup .Ž .
log 1reŽ .e“0
w x Ž . Ž .A simple argument in 13, Lemma 3.5 shows that in general t X F d X ;f
Ž .however, as we shall see later, one can have d X arbitrarily large butf
t s 0. Indeed, any subset of a finite-dimensional space will have t s 0.
w xHunt and Kaloshin 13 proved the following powerful theorem. The
Ž w xresult is expressed in terms of pre¤alence see Hunt et al. 11 for a general
.discussion of prevalence . They define a subset Q of the space of all
bounded linear maps from H into R N, such that one can assign a
probability measure m to Q. One then says that a set L of bounded linear
maps is pre¤alent if, for any bounded linear map L ,0
L q L g L0
for m-almost all L g Q.
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ŽIn Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 3.1, H denotes any finite- or infinite-di-
.mensional Hilbert space. Hunt and Kaloshin also give a proof for subsets
of Banach spaces; there, the factor tr2 in the denominator of the HolderÈ
exponent has to be replaced by t , but the result is otherwise unaltered.
However, we will only treat the Hilbert space case in what follows.
Ž .THEOREM 2.1 Hunt and Kaloshin . Let X ; H be a compact set with
Ž . Ž .finite fractal dimension d X and thickness t . If k ) 2 d X and u satisfiesf f
k y 2 d XŽ .f
0 - u - ,
k 1 q tr2Ž .
then a pre¤alent set of bounded linear maps L from H into R k satisfy
< < < <uu y ¤ F C Lu y L¤ , for all u , ¤ g X ,
for some C.
Theorem 2.1 has some notable antecedents in the literature. The first
w x Žsuch result was due to Mane 14 a dense set of injective projections for XÄÂ
. w xa subset of a Banach space , with contributions following in Eden et al. 4
Ža constructive proof for a general separable Hilbert space, with HolderÈ
N . w x Žcontinuous inverse if X ; R , Ben-Artzi et al. 1 sharp bounds on the
N . w x ŽHolder exponent if X ; R , Sauer et al. 16 introduction of the ideas ofÈ
N . w x Žprevalence, when X ; R , and Foias and Olson 8 Holder continuousÈ
.inverse when H is an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space .
In this paper we adapt Theorem 2.1 to the case of orthogonal projec-
tions, and then examine the relation of the thickness to the regularity of
attractors.
3. DENSE PROJECTIONS WITH SPECIFIED
ÈHOLDER INVERSE
We first show that Theorem 2.1 implies a similar result for orthogonal
projections. Historically, these have been the focus of research in this area
Ž w x .all the above papers, with the exception of 16 , treat this case , We state
w xthe result in a formulation following that of 8 , except that we can now
5 5include the explicit bound on u from Theorem 2.1. Note that ? without
any further subscripts represents the operator norm.
ŽIn the finite-dimensional setting, such a result follows almost immedi-
ately from Theorem 2.1. Indeed, as commented by Hunt and Kaloshin in
w x N k12 , any linear map from R into R which has rank k can be decom-
posed uniquely as the composition of an orthogonal projection and an
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invertible linear coordinate change; since linear maps of full rank have full
measure, the result for projection follows. The following argument}re-
sulting in density rather than prevalence in the projection case}can be
seen as an application of this decomposition idea to the infinite-dimen-
.sional case.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let X ; H be a compact set with finite fractal dimen-
Ž . Ž .sion d X and thickness t . Take k ) 2 d X and u satisfyingf f
k y 2 d XŽ .f
0 - u - ; 3.1Ž .
k 1 q tr2Ž .
then gi¤en any orthogonal projection P of rank k, and d ) 0, there exists an0
Ž .orthogonal projection P also of rank k which is injecti¤e on X, has
< < < <uu y ¤ F C Pu y P¤ for all u , ¤ g X ,
Ž .for some C P, d , and satisfies
5 5P y P F d .0
The proof requires two observations concerning the Gram]Schmidt
 4korthonormalisation of a set of k vectors c in H; it will be convenientj js1
to denote this set of vectors by c , without the subscripts. Recall that this
Ä 4process yields an orthonormal set c viaj
j Ãcjq1Ã Ä Ä Äc s c y c , c c and then c s .Ý ž /jq1 jq1 jq1 i i jq1 Ã< <cis1 jq1
The first observation is that the map
Ä Ä ÄG : c , . . . , c ‹ c , . . . , c G : c ‹ cŽ . Ž .ž /1 k 1 k
is continuous, with respect to the norm
5 5 < <c s sup c .‘ j
j
The second is that if c is a set of linearly independent vectors then one
can ``invert'' the process and write each c as a linear combination of thei
Ä 4c , so thatj
k
Äc s a c .Ýi i j j
js1
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ŽIt follows that, for some a the operator norm of the matrix A with
w x .A s a we havei j i j
1r2 1r2k k 22 Äu , c F a u , c 3.2Ž .Ž .Ý Ý ž /j jž / ž /js1 js1
for all u g H.
We now prove the corollary.
Proof of Corollary 3.1. Write P as0
k
P u s u , f f ,Ž .Ý0 j j
js1
 4kwhere the f are k orthonormal directions in H. Since prevalencej js1
w ximplies density in any normed linear space 11, Fact 29 , Theorem 2.1
guarantees that there are bounded linear maps L arbitrarily close to
k
L u s u , f hŽ .Ý0 j j
js1
Ž  4k k .where the h form an orthonormal basis for R which satisfy thej js1
Holder conditionÈ
< < < <uw F C Lw , 3.3Ž .
when w s u y ¤ with u and ¤ both in X. Choose one such map, with
5 5L y L F e , 3.4Ž .0
Ž .where e f, d is chosen, using the continuity of G, such that
5 5f y c F e implies that f y G c F dr2k .Ž .‘ ‘
Ž .  4Note that we have used here that G f s f, since the f are orthonor-j
mal.
Since any bounded linear map L from H into R k can be expressed as
Lu s l u , . . . , l u ,Ž .1 k
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where each l is a member of the dual space of H, we can use the Rieszj
representation theorem to find a set of elements c of H such thatj
k
Lu s u , c h .Ž .Ý j j
js1
Ž . 5 5It is clear from 3.4 that c y f F e .‘
Ä 4  4Now form an orthonormal sequence c from the c by using thej j
Gram]Schmidt process; by the choice of e the new set of vectors satisfy
Ä< <c y f F dr2k . 3.5Ž .j j
Define an orthogonal projection P by
k
Ä ÄPu s u , c c ;Ý ž /j j
js1
then, noting that
1r2 1r2k k2 2Ä< < < <Pu s u , c and Lu s u , c ,Ž .Ý Ýž /j jž / ž /js1 js1
Ž .Eq. 3.2 reads as
< < < <Lu F a Pu .
Ž .Coupled with 3.3 we obtain
Ä u< < < <w F C Pw ,
when w s u y ¤ with u, ¤ g X ; this preservation of the correct HolderÈ
exponent clearly guarantees injectivity on X. Furthermore, since
k
Ä Ä< <Pu y P u F u , c c y u , f fŽ .Ý ž /0 j j j j
js1
k
Ä< < < <F 2 c y f u ,Ý j j
js1
Ž . 5 5it follows from 3.5 that P y P F d .0
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4. SMOOTHNESS OF ATTRACTORS AND THE
THICKNESS EXPONENT
We now turn to the problem of embedding global attractors into R k,
Ž .using either a general linear map Theorem 2.1 or an orthogonal projec-
Ž .tion Corollary 3.1 . We show that one can obtain nice embeddings when
the attractor consists of smooth functions.
As mentioned in the Introduction, in many situations of interest this
global attractor is a finite-dimensional set, and so it is natural to try to
reproduce the dynamics on A in a finite-dimensional system. The theory
Ž w x.of inertial manifolds Foias et al. 7 provides an indirect solution which
Ž .relies in essence on the existence of a projection with Lipschitz continu-
ous inverse when restricted to P A. The two direct approaches, due to
w x w xEden et al. 4 and Robinson 15 , both rely on the projection of A into
some finite-dimensional space; the smoothness of the inverse is then
clearly an issue.
We will assume that the attractor A is a compact subset of a phase
2Ž . mspace H ; L V , where V is a minimally smooth bounded region in R
Ž w x .see Edmunds and Evans 5 for a definition of ``minimally smooth'' .
Other phase spaces could be treated using similar methods as those below.
sŽ .PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that A is uniformly bounded in H V , with
m Ž .s ) 0 and V ; R . Then t A F mrs.
Proof. Let A be the Laplacian operator on V, with Dirichlet boundary
Ž .conditions u s 0 on › V . The Laplacian on such a domain has a
 4 Žsequence w of eigenfunctions with corresponding eigenvalues l Awn n n
. 2r m ws l w which, if ordered so that l G l , satisfy l ; n 5, Chaptern n nq1 n n
x11 .
Now consider the projection P onto the space spanned by the first nn
eigenfunctions of A,
n
P u s u , w w ,Ž .Ýn j j
js1
and its orthogonal complement Q s I y P . Thenn n
< < < <u y P u s Q un n
< ys r2 sr2 <s Q A A un
5 ys r2 5 < sr2 <F Q A A uopn
ys r2 5 5 sF l u Hnq1
F Cnys r m ,
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for some constant C. Clearly,
log e log C
log d X , e F q ,Ž . ysrm srm
and so one obtains the result.
We have the following immediate corollary, where we say that the
attractor is smooth if it is uniformly bounded in H s for all s.
COROLLARY 4.2. If the attractor is smooth then t s 0. In such cases, the
y1 Ž . kHolder exponent of P in 3.1 simplifies, so that for embeddings into RÈ
one can achie¤e any Holder constant u satisfyingÈ
2 d AŽ .f
u - 1 y .
k
That is, by taking a space of high enough dimension one can make the HolderÈ
constant as near to 1 as desired.
It is known, that if the forcing function for the incompressible
Ž sNavier]Stokes equations is time-independent and smooth in H for all
. Ž w x w x.s , then its attractor is also smooth see Guillope 9 or Temam 17 . SinceÂ
the construction of a finite-dimensional system equivalent to the
Navier]Stokes equations is a problem of great interest, the result of
Corollary 4.2 calls for some gentle optimism.
CONCLUSION
The powerful result of Hunt and Kaloshin for general linear maps has
been shown to imply a similar result for the restricted case of orthogonal
projections. The question of course arises whether a restriction on u is
w xactually necessary. The simple example from Ben-Artzi et al. 1 ,
‘ 1r d 4A s a , where a s e n with e , e s d ,Ž .n n n i j i jns1
Ž . Ž .has t A s d A s d, but any finite-rank projection P withf
< < < <ua F C P , for all a g A , 4.1Ž .
Ž .y1 Ž .must have u F 1 q dr2 their Corollary 3.3 . This shows that no better
Holder exponent is possible in general.È
For the particular case of attractors, it has been shown that the smooth-
ness of the attractor is related to the thickness exponent of Hunt and
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Kaloshin, which allows good Holder exponents for smooth attractors.È
There is therefore a good chance that constructions which aim to repro-
duce the dynamics on such sets in finite-dimensional spaces can be
significantly improved.
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